Abstract -This paper presents a novel and non quasi static behavioral ( black hnx ) model nf power amplifiers. It takes into acconnt nonlinear memory effects for an accurate prediction of signal distortions and power budget in communication systems. The model topology and the model extraction procedure are described. The model proposed in this paper can he derived either from envelope simulation results of a PA circuit design or from time domain envelope measurements of a PA driven by modulated stimuli. Examples of new measurements (ie : dynamic AWAM conversion characteristics) highlight nonlinear memory of SSPAs . The behavioral model proposed is very well suited for an efticient implementation in system level software packages because it consists of an extension of the complex envelope gdin function. The proposed complex gain which depends nn the input envelope and its first time derivatives provides a great enhancement as compared to the memoryless static complex gain derived from classical AWAM and AMPM conversion characteristics.
I. INTRODUCTION
The analysis and the simulation of communication systems in order to optimally design the system architecture and the equipment sizing is very important to reach the best performances at the lowest cost.
This task requires accurate behavioral (black box) models of power amplificrs which are critical elements in the power budget of a communication link.
Inaccurate predictions of linearity and power efficiency issues of PAS at the system level lead generally to oversized design solutions which are critical to the cost versus performance trade off. Inaccuracies are well known . to be quite important when memory less (quasi static) behavioural models of PAS are assumed.
Dynamic nonlinear effects (memory effects) are due to thermal aspects engaged in active cells of PAS as well as low frequency currentslvoltages at the envelope frequency of RF modulated signals which are present in biasing Then in a second part, the proposed behavioral modeling approach is presented. It consists of a dynamic envelope gain function which can he identified either from envelope simulation results or envelope measurements.
In a third and last part the enhancement provided by the novel approach as compared to memoryless approach is highlighted.
D. DYNAMIC ENVELOPE GAIN BEHAVIOUR OF SSPA'S PAS exhibit nonlinear memory effects due to both short term and long term time constants inherent to RF matching circuits, biasing circuits and thermal aspects present in active cells [l] . Consequently the output signal of a PA can not he accurately determined by using the static AMAM and AMPM conversion Characteristics because this assume a purely static behavior (i.e.: the output at a time instant depends only on the input at the same time instant). It is of prime importance to characterize memory effects in nonlinear devices because these dynamic effects impact signal distortions (linearity) as well as power efficiency performances.
Analyses and computations of signal distortions and power performances at the system level make use of the time domain envelope formalism : analytical signals associated to real RF signals at both ports of 50 o h s matched PAS.
Considerx(tj= ~( r ) . c o s ( o~i + u ( t ) j a n d y ( r j =~( r ) . c a s (~g . r + q r ) ) respectively the input and output useful signa&, f(t) = A(t1.e J U r j and f(r) = B(t)aj.qt) are the corresponding complex envelopes. One of the most difficult problem is to define a nonlinear function linking ?(rj with ,? (I) and an efficient approach for the identification of this function in order to take into account nonlinear memory effects.
For that purpose, envelope simulations or envelope measurements are necessary. Simulations of nonlinear PA circuits driven by modulated signals are now currently carried out using envelope simulation tools of CAD packages. Therefore, considering a PA circuit design ( In this case, it has been identified to be due to a non ideal impedance profile of biasing circuits at a frequency higher than 40 MHz.
The presence of these low frequency memory effects can also be shown by plotting the shape of the bias current Idc(t) of 3d power stage: These measurement results highlight the presence of nonlinear memory effects due to both thermal aspects and low frequency signal (at the envelope frequency) present in the internal biasing circuits of the PA when this one operates in a nonlinear regime. Such measurements which are novel and demonstrative enforce the necessity to take into account memory effects in the behavioral modeling of PAS for system level analysis, simulation and design.
A NEW BEHAVORIAL MODELING' APPROACH
The idea consists in establishing a relationship between the input and output envelopes following an explicit formulation :
Assuming a first order approximation, one can write :
Due to the time invariance c,,rL = @ does not depend
on o(t) and can be expressed as:
The first time derivatives LyI are key parameters for the characterization of nonlinear slow dynamics (group delay, thermal dependence, spurious modulation of bias points). Indeed, the response of the amplifier is often different whereas the same instanteous power level is applied to the system if the derivative 040 is different.
This leads to output envelope assymetry which is another "visual" criteria for memory effects (Fig. 6 ). In the same manner, the response varies with the instantaneous envelope frequency ( o =a 1. 
Iv. DEMONSTRATIVE CAPABILITIES OF THE NEW BEHAVORIAL MODEL

A. Behavorial Model derivated from Circuit simulation
Circuit Simulation of a 20 GHz-2W PA were performed for two tone stimuli (tone spacing varied from 1 MHZ to 160 MHz). The input power has been swept from low to high power level (5 dB gain compression). These data were used for the model training procedure. Then, IM3 values have been predicted by using our new model, a purely static model and compared to circuit simulations.
Obviously for this comparison, the test signals are different from the ones used for the training procedure of the Neural Network. Fig. 9a shows the We also show in Fig. 9b efficiency performances derived from circuit simulation and dynamic Model prediction (system level simulation). This was done for different stimuli: CW, two tone signal and QPSK modulation (the Bit rate was fixed at 20 MB/s and a rolloff of 0.35 was taken). Good predictions are obtained for signals which are different from the ones used for the model extraction.
B. Behavorial Model derivated from Time domain envelope measurement
The same kind of work was carried out using measurement based data. A 4W L Band PA was measured using the calibrated time domain envelope set up mentioned in 11. A multitone (64 tones) test signal was used to build a data file for the training session of the neural network [5] for the model extraction purpose. Then the behavorial model was used for IM3 predictions. Dynamic behavorial model predictions, static prediction (memowless AWAM AM/PM) and measurements are compared in Fig. 10 . These curves really demonstrate here the significant enhancement provided by our dynamic behavioral modeling approach for the predictions of nonlinear envelope distortions caused by microwave solid state power devices. 
